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a b s t r a c t

Decoupled radiative heat transfer calculations of 30 cm-diameter toluene and heptane pool fires are
performed employing the discrete ordinates method. The composition and temperature fields within
the fires are created from detailed experimental measurements of soot volume fractions based on
absorption and emission, temperature statistics and correlations found in the literature. The measured
temperature variance data is utilized to compute the temperature self-correlation term for modeling
turbulence–radiation interactions. In the toluene pool fire, the presence of cold soot near the fuel surface
is found to suppress the average radiation feedback to the pool surface by 27%. The performances of four
ool fires
iscrete ordinates
adiation blockage
on-gray models

gray and three non-gray radiative property models for the gases are also compared. The average varia-
tions in radiative transfer predictions due to differences in the spectroscopic and experimental databases
employed in the property model formulations are found to be between 10% and 20%. Clear differences
between the gray and non-gray modeling strategies are seen when the mean beam length is computed
based on traditionally employed geometric relations. Therefore, a correction to the mean beam length

the a
is proposed to improve
pool fires.

. Introduction

Numerical simulations of hydrocarbon pool fires can provide
aluable insights into fire prevention, safety and extinction. Radia-
ion is an important mode of heat transfer in pool fires. The fire
azard of a fuel is characterized to an important extent by the
otal radiative output of a fire to its surroundings and the radiative
uxes and feedback to the pool surface can determine the rate of

uel pyrolysis and evaporation. To spatially and temporally resolve
ts important flow characteristics, transient simulations of the fire
re usually performed on computational grids frequently exceed-
ng 106 computational cells [1]. Since radiation is often solved on
he same grid that is employed to resolve the flow, its calculation
n these simulations can get quite expensive due to its angular and

avelength dependencies. The optimal angular resolutions to use
n the radiation calculations in pool fire simulations have been dis-

ussed in previous studies by Jensen et al. [1] and Hostikka [2].
his study focuses on optimizing the spectral dependency of the
adiation calculation. The soot in pool fires can often be modeled
s a gray body. However, the fire modeler has a wide range of
ray and non-gray gas radiative property models to choose from

∗ Tel.: +1 701 777 6699; fax: +1 701 777 3773.
E-mail address: gautham.krishnamoorthy@und.edu.

304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2010.06.071
greement between gray and non-gray modeling in simulations of open

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

that vary in speed, accuracies and the spectroscopic databases that
were employed in the model formulation. For instance, gray or total
radiative properties of gas mixtures can be obtained in the form
of total emissivities or total transmissivities from: (a) correlations
that have been fit to experimental data [3]; (b) wide band models by
first obtaining band absorptances and then integrating them over
the spectrum to get a total property [4]; (c) narrow band models
by first obtaining narrow band properties in ∼25 cm−1 wavenum-
ber intervals and then integrating them over the spectrum to get
the total property [5]. Emissivities and transmissivities are path
length dependant properties that are computed at each compu-
tational cell in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
by taking a suitable geometric mean beam length of the geom-
etry as the path length. The geometric relations to compute the
path length have been well established in systems such as boilers
and furnaces where the entire domain is radiatively participat-
ing. However, in simulations of open pool fires the selection of a
path length is not obvious since only a fraction of the domain is
radiatively participating. For instance, in optically thick pool fires
where the path length of radiation is small, Snegirev [6] employed
the cell size as the mean beam length. Hostikka [2] computed the

path length by multiplying the geometric mean beam length of the
domain by the fraction of the domain that was occupied by the
fire. To address these issues, decoupled radiative transfer calcu-
lations of a heptane and toluene pool fire are performed in this
paper.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2010.06.071
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
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. Gas phase radiative properties are predicted employing four gray
and three non-gray models to examine the variations in the
radiative transfer predictions due to gray and non-gray mod-
eling strategies as well as due to differences in the spectroscopic
and experimental databases employed in the property model
formulations.

. By comparing the radiative fluxes obtained from the gray models
against path length independent non-gray model calculations, a
correction to the mean beam length is proposed to improve the
agreement between the gray and non-gray models.

The decoupled calculations are performed on fixed temperature
nd specie fields that are representative of conditions within the
re. These can either be obtained from CFD simulations of the fire
nd then freezing the flow [1] or through interpolations and extrap-
lations of detailed experimental data [7,8]. The latter approach has
een adopted in this study due to the following reasons:

. It establishes a validation methodology to directly compare
model outputs against experimental measurements without the
inherent errors and uncertainties associated with the turbulence
and combustion models in a CFD calculation.

. Predicting soot concentrations accurately in numerical simula-
tions of turbulent diffusion flames remains a challenge due to
the complex chemical mechanisms and long time scales gov-
erning soot formation. Since pool fires can vary widely in size
and sooting propensities, employing detailed experimental mea-
surements of soot concentrations to create the conditions within
the fire will enable a study of a wide range of fires.

. Carefully selecting experimental datasets that report soot vol-
ume fractions based on absorption as well as emission, enables
one to examine the suppression of the radiation feedback to the
pool surface due to the presence of cold soot near the fuel sur-
face. This can strongly influence the rate of fuel pyrolysis and
evaporation.

The pool fires examined in this study are described next.

. Description of cases

Synthetic fire fields were created from experimental data
btained from a 30 cm diameter toluene and a 30 cm diameter hep-
ane pool fire by Klassen and Gore [9]. Radial profiles of the mean
nd standard deviation of temperature and soot volume fractions
t seven axial locations were reported in an easily accessible tab-
lar form making it an ideal dataset for use in this study. After
ssuming that the optical constants of soot were described by the
ata of Dalzell and Sarofim [10], Klassen and Gore [9] inferred the
oot volume fractions based on absorption (cold soot) and emission
hot soot) from absorption and two-wavelength emission measure-

ents. The flame heights of both the fires were estimated to be
.3 m. In this paper, we employ the experimental data of Klassen
nd Gore [9] in conjunction with the correlations from the literature
o describe the spatial variations in mean temperature, standard
eviation of temperature and mean soot concentrations within the
re [11,12]. First, the centerline variation of these variables was
etermined by fitting the centerline experimental data with cubic
plines. The radial profiles were then fit to the experimental data
y assuming a Gaussian variation. If z is the axial distance and Q
he total heat release in the fire (125 kW for the toluene fire and
16 kW for the heptanes fire), then z′ is defined as:
′ = z

Q 0.4
(1)

McCaffrey [11] identified 3 zones in a pool fire, laminar
z′ < 0.04), intermittent (0.04 < z′ < 0.08) and buoyant (z′ > 0.08). In
us Materials 182 (2010) 570–580 571

the lower part of the flame (z′ < 0.04), if �TCL is the mean axial tem-
perature rise from the ambient (298 K) then �T the corresponding
mean radial temperature rise was fit to the form [10]:

�T

�TCL
= exp

[(
xm

�1

)2
]

exp

[
−
(

x − xm

�2

)2
]

for x ≥ xm (2)

�T

�TCL
= exp

[(
xm

�1

)2
]

for x < xm

where

x = r

R

xm = exp
[
(0.9Q − 205) z′]

�1 = 0.4 + xm

�2 = 0.5 − 0.4xm

Here, R is the radius of the pool fire and r is the radial distance
from the pool center. In the intermittent and buoyant regions:

�T

�TCL
= exp

[(
xm

�3

)2
]

(3)

�3 = C1Q 0.4

C1 was adjusted to vary linearly from 0.01 to 0.015 in the inter-
mittent region and was set equal to 0.015 in the buoyant region.
The mean temperature profiles at various axial and radial locations
in the toluene pool fire are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the axial
and radial mean temperature profiles in the 30 cm heptane pool
fire. The radial variations in the standard deviation of temperature
were fit to the equation [12]:√

T ′2

TCL
= C2 exp

[
−
(

x/z

C3

)2
]

(4)

C2 was made to vary from 0.3 to 1.5 and C3 varies from 0.1 to
5 across the various zones. The radial variations in emission and
absorption soot volume fractions (f vsoot) were also fit to the form
of a Gaussian distribution:

f vsoot

f vsoot,CL
= exp

[
−
(

r

�4

)2
]

(5)

�4 = C4Q 0.4

In Eq. (5), C4 was set to 0.014 and f vsoot,CL represents the cen-
terline soot volume fractions.

Fig. 3 shows the radial profiles of the mean emission and absorp-
tion soot volume fraction at various axial locations in the toluene
pool fire. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding radial profiles for the mean
emission and absorption soot volume fractions at different axial
locations in the heptane pool fire. Klassen and Gore [9] reported that
the measured absorption soot volume fractions were a true mea-
sure of volume fraction of soot whereas the emission soot volume
fractions were a measure of relatively hot soot particles. Therefore,
in this study, the difference between the absorption and emission
soot volume fractions represented the volume fractions of “cold

soot” particles whose temperatures were set at 298 K.

The decoupled radiation calculations in this study were per-
formed on a 3D domain. 3D fields of the 2D experimental dataset
were generated assuming axial symmetry. The temperatures of the
computational cells that did not represent the fire were set at 298 K.
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Fig. 1. The mean temperature profiles at various a

he domain boundaries were assumed to be black and at a temper-
ture of 298 K. The CO2 and H2O mole fractions (X) were estimated
rom the temperature measurements according to the equation
13]:

verage mole fraction = (stoichiometric mole fraction)

×
(

local flame tempe
adiabatic flame temperature for a

For toluene:

CO2 =
(

7
45

)(
T − 298

Tad − 298

)

H2O =
(

4
45

)(
T − 298

Tad − 298

)
(6)

For heptane:

CO2 =
(

7
56

)(
T − 298

Tad − 298

)

H2O =
(

8
56

)(
T − 298

Tad − 298

)
(7)

Tad is the adiabatic flame temperature (2274 K for heptane and
338 K for toluene). It should be pointed out that the purpose of this
tudy is not a comprehensive validation but to obtain insights into
he performances of various gas radiative property models in these
res. In lieu of this objective, the observed agreement in Figs. 1–4
etween the experimental measurements and the correlations may
e deemed as acceptable. The radiative property models employed

n this study are described next.
. Gas radiative property models

The gray gas absorption coefficient (k) was computed from the
otal emissivities (ε) and path length (L) as:

= −1
L

ln(1 − ε) (8)
nd radial locations in the 30 cm toluene pool fire.

e − ambient temperature
hiometric mixture − ambient temperature

)

Since the volume of the radiatively participating medium was
roughly one-tenth the volume of the domain, the path length was
computed by correcting the geometric mean-beam length by 0.1
as:

L = 0.1
3.6V

A
(9)

In Eq. (9), V is the volume of the domain and A the total surface
area.

3.1. Smith weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model (WSGGM) [14]

Since the H2O/CO2 ratios of the two fires considered in this study
are 0.57 and 1.14 respectively, the Smith WSGG model [14] coef-
ficients corresponding to a H2O/CO2 ratio of 1 was employed to
estimate the gas emissivities. This model was employed in a gray
as well as non-gray fashion. In the gray version, the temperature
independent absorption coefficients and temperature dependant
weighting fractions were employed to compute total emissivities
of gas mixtures from which gray gas absorption coefficients were
computed at each cell using Eq. (8). The results from this model are
designated as “Smith” in this study. The non-gray version of model
employs four gray gases (4 GG) to model the spectral dependencies
and the results from the model are designated as “Smith (4 GG).”

3.2. Perry’s handbook correlations

In the 8th edition of the Perry’s Chemical Engineering Hand-
book [3], empirical correlations for the total emissivities of water

vapor, carbon dioxide, and four mixtures of the two gases are pro-
vided. Empirical constants are available at temperatures of 1000,
1500 and 2000 K and for H2O/CO2 partial pressure ratios of 0, 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and ∞. These correlations were developed based on the
data in Hottel emissivity charts [15] and were adjusted using more
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Fig. 2. The mean temperature profiles at various axial and radial locations in the 30 cm heptane pool fire.
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Fig. 3. The radial mean soot profiles at various axial locations in the 30

ecent data from RADCAL [5]. For calculating emissivities at other
emperatures, linear interpolation or extrapolation of the constants
s recommended in the handbook [3]. The constants available at

2O/CO2 partial pressure ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 were employed to
ompute the total emissivities in this study. The empirical constants
t these two ratios can be employed to compute gas emissivities for
2O/CO2 ratios ranging between 0.25–0.67 and 0.67–1.5 respec-
ively. The results from this model are henceforth referred to in
his work as “Perry.”

A new WSGG model with four gray gases was recently developed
ased on a least-square fit to the total emissivities from the Perry
odel [16]. The WSGG model expresses the total gas emissivity as
luene pool fire: (a) and (b) emission soot; (c) and (d) absorption soot.

a weighted-sum-of-gray-gas emissivities:

ε =
3∑

j=0

aj(T)
[
1 − exp(−kjL)

]
(10)

In Eq. (10), aj and �j are the emission weighting factor and the

absorption coefficient for the jth gray gas component respectively,
and L is the path length. The coefficients aj and �j were obtained
from a fit to total emissivity with the constraint that the sum of coef-
ficients aj is equal to unity. The transparent regions of the spectrum
are accounted for by the term j = 0. The temperature dependence of
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Fig. 4. The radial mean soot profiles at various axial locations in the 30

j is expressed as:

j(T) = C1T + C2 (11)

Details of the model are available in [16]. Four gray-gases were
mployed in this model to account for the non-gray behavior of
ases and the model results are designated as “Perry (4 GG)” in this
tudy.

.3. Exponential wide band model (EWBM)

An exponential wide band model [4] based on a model first
roposed by Edwards [17] was also employed in this study.
he total gas band absorptance over a wide range of tempera-
ure, composition and path length conditions are described by
hree physical parameters: the integrated band intensity, the line-
idth-to-spacing parameter and the bandwidth parameter. Band

veraged transmissivities are first computed from total gas band
bsorptance and an optical thickness. Total transmissivities are
omputed from the band averaged transmissivities by integrat-
ng over the spectrum using the ‘block approximation’ described
n Lallemant and Weber [4]. The results from this model are des-
gnated as “EWBM.” It is important to point out at this point that
he coefficients in the Smith WSGGM [14] were obtained through
urve-fits to the total emissivities from EWBM calculations. There-
ore, although the Smith WSGGM [14] and the EWBM are based on
he same spectroscopic or experimental database, this study will
elp examine the errors from employing the Smith WSGG coeffi-
ients developed for a H2O/CO2 ratio of 1 at H2O/CO2 ratios of 0.57
nd 1.14 within the two fires.

.4. Total emissivities from RADCAL

RADCAL [5] is a narrow band model that adopts the Curtis-
odson approximation together with the single line group (SLG)
odel [18] to compute the spectral intensities from a non-
sothermal mixture of combustion gases and soot, incident upon a
olume element. Details of this calculation procedure can be found
n [5] and [18]. In this study, total emissivities were obtained from
he spectral optical depth (X�) computed by RADCAL at each nar-
ow band and the mean beam length (L) of the geometry according
eptane pool fire: (a) and (b) emission soot; (c) and (d) absorption soot.

to the equation:

εTotal =
∫

Ib�(1 − e−X� ) d�∫
Ib� d�

(12)

The series summation proposed by Chang and Rhee [19] was
used to determine the fractions of the black body functions (Ib�)
corresponding to each spectral interval. The results from this model
are designated as “RADCAL.”

3.5. SLW

Non-gray calculations employing the spectral-line based
weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model (SLW) proposed by Denison
and Webb [20] was also employed in this study. In the SLW
model, the absorption cross-section domains of H2O and CO2 were
each discretized into 20 logarithmically spaced intervals between
3 × 10−5 and 120 m2 mol−1 and 3 × 10−5 and 600 m2 mol−1 respec-
tively. The correlations presented in [21,22] for the absorption-line
blackbody distribution functions (ALBDF) of H2O and CO2 were
used to compute the blackbody weights. The multiplication
approach to the calculation of the ALBDF was employed to compute
the blackbody weights for the H2O–CO2 mixture [23]. The radiative
transport equation was then solved for 21 gray gases employing this
approach. The results from this model are designated as “SLW (21
GG).”

4. Radiative property of soot

The soot absorption coefficient was estimated as [24]:

ks = 3.72fvC0T

C2
, m−1 (13)

where

C0 = 36�n�(
n2 − �2 + 2

)2 + 4n2�2
; C2 = 1.4388 cm K;
n = 1.55; � = 0.56 (14)

In Eq. (14), the optical constants n and � are based on the mea-
surements of Dalzell and Sarofim [10]. This is consistent with the
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ptical constants employed in the experiments to infer the soot
olume fractions.

. Discrete ordinates (DO) method

The radiation calculations in this study were carried out employ-
ng an in-house DO radiation code. If �m, 	m and �m represent
he direction cosines associated with each ordinate direction, k the
bsorption coefficient and Ib the black body emissive power, then
he differential equation governing the DO method in the absence
f scattering can be written for each direction “m” as [25]:

m
∂Im
∂x

+ 	m
∂Im
∂y

+ �m
∂Im
∂z

= −kIm + kIb (15)

When the presence of cold soot was included in the calcula-
ions, the cold soot temperature was set at 298 K and the radiative
ransport equation was expressed as:

m
∂Im
∂x

+ 	m
∂Im
∂y

+ �m
∂Im
∂z

= −(k + kcold soot)Im + kIb + kcold sootIb, cold soot (16)

The boundary condition associated with the above equation
onsidering the surrounding surfaces to be black is:

m = Ib (17)

The radiative heat fluxes within the domain or at a surface and
he radiative flux divergence was determined as [25]:

(r) =
∫

4�

I(r, ŝ)ŝ d˝ ≈
∑

m

wmIm(r)ŝm (18)

• q(r) = k(r)(4�Ib(r) − G(r)) (19)

When cold soot was taken into account, the radiative source
erm was computed as:

• q(r) = k(r)(4�Ib(r) − G(r)) + kcold soot(4�Ib, cold soot(r) − G(r))

(20)

G, the incident radiation was calculated as:

(r) =
∫

4�

I(r, ŝ) d˝ ≈
∑

m

wmIm(r) (21)

In Eqs. (18) and (21), wm is the angular weight associated with
ach direction “m”. In this study, the T4 angular quadrature scheme
26] was used in conjunction with the DO model. This solves the
O equation in 128 directions. Based on the conclusions of Jensen
t al. [1] and Hostikka [2], this angular resolution was deemed to
e adequate to accurately predict radiative fluxes within and away
rom the pool fire. A finite-volume discretization to Eqs. (15) and
16) was performed in this study. Multiplying both sides of Eqs.
15) and (16) by dV = dx dy dz, and integrating over the volume ele-

ents, the intensity Im at the center of each control volume in a
niform, structured grid is related to the face centered values of
he intensities as:

mA
[
Im,i+1 − Im,i

]
+ 	mB

[
Im,j+1 − Im,j

]
+ �mC

[
Im,k+1 − Im,k

]
= −kImV + kIbV (22)
here A, B and C represent the surface areas of the faces of the vol-
me element that are normal to the x-, y- and z-axes respectively,
nd i, j and k represent the surface element indices along the x-,
- and z-axes respectively. The upwind differencing scheme was
mployed to relate the face centered values to the cell centered
us Materials 182 (2010) 570–580 575

values. For directions with positive direction cosines, this results
in:

Im,i+1 = Im,j+1 = Im,k+1 = Im (23)

A similar analysis can be carried out for other combinations of
direction cosines as well. Substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (22) we get:

[�mA + 	mB + �mC + kV ] Im = �mAIm,i + 	mBIm,j + �mCIm,k + kIbV

(24)

Thus, Eq. (24) corresponds to a discretized set of linear algebraic
equations of the form:

PpIm,p +
∑

s

PsIm,s = Qp (25)

where, the subscript p corresponds to the node at which Eq. (15)
is being approximated, the index “s” runs over all the neighboring
surface nodes in Eq. (22), Ps corresponds to the product of the direc-
tion cosines with the geometric properties (surface areas) and Qp

contains all the terms that are known. Eq. (25) can be written is
matrix form as:

PIm = Q (26)

where, “P” corresponds to a square coefficient matrix. In this study,
a Gauss-Siedel iterative scheme was employed to solve the matrix
equations.

6. Turbulence–radiation interactions (TRI)

In combustion systems, the local turbulent fluid mechanics
influences the radiation field through fluctuations in temperature
and species concentrations, which in turn influence the absorp-
tion coefficients (k) and the emission source term (kIb). Various
approaches to model TRI have been reviewed by Coelho [27]. How-
ever, based on data from heavily sooting acetylene-air flames,
Gore and Faeth [28] suggested that TRI effects in heavily sooting
flames are dominated by the temperature self-correlation effect.
The essence of computing the temperature self-correlation in TRI
models reduces to the calculation of T4 in the emissive power term
(Ib) in the time-averaged radiative transfer equation (RTE). Burns
[29] showed that T4 can be approximated from mean and stan-
dard deviation of temperature by expanding the Planck’s black body
emissive power in a Taylor series about the mean temperature and
time averaging [29]:

T4

T
4

=
(

1 + 6
T ′2

T
2

+ 4
T ′3

T
3

+ T ′4

T
4

)
(27)

While carrying out simulations of propane pool fires, for tem-

perature fluctuation intensities (
√

T ′2/T) less than 0.6, Snegirev [6]
approximated this as:

T4

T
4

≈
(

1 + 5.5
T ′2

T
2

)
(28)

Eq. (28) was employed in this study to estimate the time-
averaged emissive power for computing Ib in Eqs. (15), (16) and
(20).
7. Results and discussion

The decoupled radiative transfer calculations for this fire were
carried out in a domain of size 0.91 m × 0.91 m × 1.30 m, with the
longest dimension being along the vertical axis. A uniform grid size
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were to be associated with radiation, then a 20% variation in the
radiative source terms among the property models would result in
a temperature difference of about 6% in a fully coupled calculation.
At a peak temperature of 1500 K, this would correspond to a dif-
ference of 90 K caused by differences due to the property model
ig. 5. The effect of radiation blockage on the radiative fluxes to the pool surface:
a) toluene pool fire; (b) heptane pool fire.

f 1 cm × 1 cm × 1 cm was employed in the calculations to match
he spatial resolution of the experimental measurements. Fig. 5
hows the effect of cold soot on the radiative fluxes to the pool
urface. The calculations were performed employing the Perry (4
G) model. In the heavily sooting toluene pool fire, the presence of
old soot particles near the pool surface absorb and block the radia-
ion, thereby suppressing the radiative feedback to the pool surface.
he average radiation feedback to the pool surface is reduced by
7% in the toluene fire and by less than 3% in the moderately soot-

ng heptane fire. Since the radiative feedback strongly influences
he rates of fuel pyrolysis and vaporization, the need to model the
old soot volume fraction is critical in CFD simulations particularly
hen a fuel pyrolysis sub-model is employed in conjunction with

he combustion models. Therefore, unless stated otherwise all the
ubsequent results in this study include the effects of cold soot
articles. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the fractional contributions to the
adiant heat flux at the pool surface from the emission soot at dif-
erent axial locations. The effects of gas absorption and cold soot are
ot included here. The results are seen to agree well with the cor-
esponding emission soot calculations of Klassen and Gore [9]. The
esults also show that in the toluene pool fire, most of the radiation
eedback occurs within the axial location x/D < 1. Radiation from
/D > 1 does not reach the pool surface due to soot self-absorption.
n the case of heptane pool fire however, soot radiation from higher
xial locations also reach the pool surface. Any differences in Figs. 6
etween the numerical predictions of Klassen and Gore [9] and
his study may be attributed to the following. Klassen and Gore
9] performed the radiation analysis based on transient measure-

ents of temperature and soot volume fractions in conjunction

ith a simplified treatment of turbulence–radiation interactions

o estimate directional and hemispherical radiative heat feedback
o the fuel surface. The 1D line of sight radiation calculations in
heir study approximately accounted for the variations in the soot
us Materials 182 (2010) 570–580

transmissivities as well as the emissive power terms due to tur-
bulent fluctuations. The 3D radiation calculations in this study
although accounts for the time-averaged emissive power [cf. Eq.
(28)], employs mean soot volume fractions to compute the radiative
properties. Furthermore, the use of correlations [cf. Eqs. (1)–(5)]
to generate the temperature and soot concentration fields in this
study might also contribute to the resulting differences. In order to
rigorously account for the fluctuations in the absorption coefficient
in the radiation calculations would require simultaneous single
shot measurements of soot concentrations and temperature at dif-
ferent spatial locations to compute an appropriate time-averaged
absorption coefficient. Fig. 7 shows the axial and radial radiative
flux predictions employing different gray and non-gray models. In
both the pool fires, the variations among the gray and the non-gray
models due to differences in the spectroscopic databases employed
in the model formulation are seen to be small (<10%). In the toluene
pool fire, where the radiation is dominated by the gray soot, the dif-
ferences between the gray and non-gray modeling strategies are
also small. However, in case of the heptane pool fire, there is a clear
grouping and distinction between the gray and non-gray model
results. In Fig. 7, the results from the Perry (4 GG) and Smith (4 GG)
models are seen to be very close to those obtained from the SLW
model although these models were run at only a fraction of the
computational cost of the SLW model (4 bands versus 21 in the SLW
model). Optimization of the SLW model coefficients may be carried
out to decrease this difference in computational time. However, this
was not undertaken in this study. Fig. 8 shows the centerline vari-
ation in the radiative source term predictions employing different
gray and non-gray models. In case of the toluene pool fire, since
the gray soot radiation is the dominant contributor to the radiative
source term, there is little variation among the model predictions.
For the heptane pool fire however, the maximum average variation
was found to be 13% among the non-gray models and 21% among
the gray models. If about 30% of the total heat released in pool fires
Fig. 6. The fraction of radiative feedback to the pool surface from emission soot at
different axial locations: (a) toluene pool fire; (b) heptane pool fire.
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Fig. 7. Radiative flux predictions employing different gray and non-gray radiative prope
radiative fluxes at a distance of 45.5 cm from the pool center.

Fig. 8. Centerline radiative source term predictions employing different gray and
non-gray radiative property models: (a) Toluene pool fire; (b) Heptane pool fire.
rty models: (a) and (c) radial radiative fluxes to the pool surface; (b) and (d) axial

spectroscopic databases. Although the variation is observed to be
smaller in highly sooting fires such as toluene, in moderately soot-
ing fires where gas radiation is also important, these differences
can influence soot formation and flame extinction. The axial and
radial radiative flux predictions due to gas radiation in the heptane
and toluene pool fires are shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the radia-
tive source term predictions, the differences in the spectroscopic
databases cause a 10–20% variation in the gas radiative heat fluxes.
The extent of this variation is in line with the study of Lallemant
et al. [30] where a 20% variation in the total gas emissivities pre-
dicted by various models was reported. Furthermore, there is a clear
grouping and distinction between the gray and non-gray results in
Fig. 9. The gray model fluxes are seen to be about 40–50% higher
than the non-gray fluxes when the path length employed to pre-
dict the radiative properties is obtained from Eq. (9). In order to
improve the agreement between the gray and non-gray formula-
tions, a corrected mean beam length of 0.3 × geometric mean beam
length in the Perry model was employed next to compute the gas
emissivities and the absorption coefficients. Fig. 10 compares the
axial and radial radiative fluxes due to gas radiation predicted by
employing this corrected path length in the Perry model against
the non-gray models. The corrected mean beam length is seen to
improve the agreement in the heat flux predictions between the
gray and non-gray models. When simulating open pool fires or
fires in a crosswind, the fire geometry can take different shapes
and sizes and occupy only a fraction of the overall computational
domain. In such scenarios, the path length that is to be employed
to determine the gas-phase radiative properties cannot be deter-
mined in a straight forward manner. Analogous to the procedure
employed in this study, path length independent non-gray cal-
culations can be performed on an approximate steady state fire

shape and the path length in the gray model can be adjusted to
match the non-gray model results. Benchmark non-gray data for
use in this procedure may be generated through the SLW model or
the more rigorous full-spectrum K-distribution method that has
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Fig. 9. Radiative flux predictions (gas radiation only) employing different gray and non-gray radiative property models: (a), (c) Radial radiative fluxes to the pool surface;
(b), (d) Axial radiative fluxes at a distance of 45.5 cm from the pool center.

F mod
r f 45.5

b
r
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d
t

computational time. Although the cases examined in this study
ig. 10. Radiative flux predictions (gas radiation only) employing different non-gray
adiative fluxes to the pool surface; (b) and (d) axial radiative fluxes at a distance o

een developed and improved by Modest and his colleagues in

ecent years [31–33]. These models have been developed from
nd validated against highly accurate line-by-line spectroscopic
ata. The path length corrected gray model can then be employed
hrough the rest of the transient simulation to avail savings in
els and the Perry model employing a corrected mean beam length: (a) and (c) radial
cm from the pool center.
were limited to medium scale pool fires, total emissivity correla-
tions such as the Smith model have been relatively successful in
predicting radiative transfer during coal combustion in full scale
utility boilers where the mean beam length of the geometry is
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ell defined and the domain geometry and radiative power out-
ut are much larger [16]. Therefore, it can be anticipated that a
ean beam length for gas radiation appropriately computed based

n the methodology described above may be employed to improve
he agreement between gray and non-gray modeling in pool fires of
arious sizes and shapes. However, it can be recognized that radi-
tion in large-scale pool fires are often dominated by soot (whose
adiative properties may be considered to be mean-beam length
ndependent, cf. Eq. (13)) that can mask the importance of gas radi-
tion thereby alleviating the need to come up with a very accurate
ean beam length for the gas radiative properties. In the wide and

arrow band models employed in this study (EWBM and RADCAL),
everal mathematical operations involving various band parame-
ers were performed to compute band averaged properties within
ach band and these were integrated across the entire spectrum
o compute a total property. These incurred a significant compu-
ational overhead in the calculations since these operations had to
e performed at each computational cell. Although pre-computing
nd tabulating these absorption coefficients as a function of CO2,
2O and temperature can provide computational savings [2], these

ables would need to be generated for every new geometry due
o its dependence on the domain mean beam length. Comparisons
f the Smith and the EWBM model results in Figs. 7–10 show that
he errors due to the use of the Smith WSGG [14] model coefficients
eveloped for H2O/CO2 ratios of 1 at H2O/CO2 ratios of 0.57 and 1.14
re small. Since the emissivity calculations of the Smith model are
omputationally faster than the EWBM calculations, total emissiv-
ty correlations such as the Smith model and the Perry model with

corrected mean beam length may be employed in large-scale,
ransient, simulations of pool fires.

. Conclusions

Decoupled radiative heat transfer calculations of 30 cm-
iameter toluene and heptane pool fires were performed
mploying the discrete ordinates method. Detailed experimental
easurements of soot volume fractions based on absorption and

mission, temperature statistics in conjunction with correlations
ound in the literature were employed to create the composition
nd temperature fields within the fires. The interaction between
urbulence and radiation was accounted for through the temper-
ture self-correlation term which was estimated based on the
easured temperature variance data. The performances of four

ray and three non-gray gas radiative property models were com-
ared. Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions
an be drawn:

. By employing the measured absorption and emission soot vol-
ume fractions, the effects of radiation blockage due to the
presence of cold soot near the fuel surface were examined. In
the heavily sooting toluene pool fire, the presence of cold soot
particles suppressed the average radiation feedback to the pool
surface by about 27% whereas in the case of the moderately soot-
ing heptane pool fire, the corresponding difference was less than
3%.

. The average variation in the radiative transfer predictions among
the property models due to differences in the spectroscopic
databases employed in the model formulations was between 10%
and 20%.

. Clear differences were seen between the gray and non-gray

model results when the mean beam length was computed based
on traditionally employed geometric relations. Therefore, a cor-
rection to the mean beam length was suggested to improve the
agreement between gray and non-gray modeling in simulations
of open pool fires.

[

[
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4. A comparison of the Smith WSGG and the EWBM model results
showed that the errors due to the use of the Smith WSGG model
coefficients developed for H2O/CO2 ratios of 1 at H2O/CO2 ratios
of 0.57 and 1.14 were small. Although the cases examined in this
study were limited to medium scale pool fires, recent simula-
tions of coal combustion in a full scale utility boiler (where the
domain geometry and radiative power output are much greater)
have also revealed that the gas-phase absorption coefficients
predicted employing total emissivity correlations in the Smith
and Perry model are close to those predicted employing the
EWBM [16]. Since the Smith and Perry models are computation-
ally faster than the EWBM, the total emissivity correlations in
these models with a corrected mean beam length can therefore
potentially be employed in large-scale, transient, simulations of
pool fires.

5. The fraction of radiative feedback to the pool surfaces from
emission soot at different axial locations agreed well with the
results from the experimental study. Therefore, comprehen-
sive, 3D, decoupled radiation calculations performed in this
study through interpolations and extrapolations of detailed
experimental measurements have enabled us to develop a CFD
validation methodology to examine pool fires of various sooting
propensities.
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